Dear Gas corrosion testing machine handling person in charge

Factk Ltd.

Factk inc.

Dear is we received patronize our gas tester, Thank you very much.
It is attached to the standard gas will carry out periodic inspection ask for your guidance of the pressure regulator.
In the case of continuous use

G a s l e a k o c c u r r e d ?!

Use of continue to without the periodic
inspection is very dangerous!

Before this happens・・・
We recommend regular inspections at
the manufacturer.
When you contact us
If you request to us, we receive ten
thousand yen in estimated costs
calculation.

It will be the confirmation of delivery such as repair.

Request to
manufacturer
It will check whether repairs possible.

Submission of
quote
We consider a quote, please judgment ordering.
You can submit a bet
repair estimate.
During repair,
if substitute i
s required we will loan
at our company.

New purchases

If possible repair

If repair is not possible

It will be sold at \ 195,000 only
to customers who promise the
annual periodic inspection.

Repair

Dispatch
As soon as the ready, ships.

A gas leak accident due to the failure of the pressure regulator has occurred.
When you are let me gas corrosion testing machine periodic inspection at our company,
but we are implementing the gas leak check, there is a risk of sudden gas leak due to internal
corrosion by your frequency of use and degradation situation occurs.
The pressure regulator can be inspected only manufacturer.
It can not be done disassemble, repair, etc. at our company.
Since the gas leak is very dangerous, thank you for the implementation of inspection to the
manufacturer ahead of us.
Warranty period after periodic inspection will be half a year.
Our recommended inspection period is one year.
(Corrosion of the product to be used in corrosive gas, or, failure due to the product which caused the
gas will be out of warranty.）
Inspection you wish, please contact our representative.
Inspection will be paid. If it is determined that any chance beyond repair, will require new purchase.
We will quote submitted each time to the occasion inspection and new purchases.
New purchases it could be directly purchased in person in charge.
＊ Regard accident such as a gas leak occurs, please understand that it can not assume any
responsibility at our company.

